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Paramagnetic defects in a-W,Vz05 have been studied by ESR. A model is proposed where the 
unpaired electron arising from a valence induction effect remains localized on a single vanadium ion 
near the WB+ along the b direction. Introducing W IX+ leads to a lattice distortion which is more 
important than that in the case of MO B+. A slight displacement of vanadium along the a direction is 
observed in the defect, V4+ showing a stronger tendency toward octahedral coordination than V5+. 

Introduction 

Nonstoichiometric vanadium pentoxide 
V,O, is a low-mobility n-type semiconduc- 
tor. Its properties arise from the hopping of 
an unpaired electron between V4+ and V5+ 
ions (1-3). At low temperature, the charge 
carriers are trapped on defects and the 
unpaired electron is delocalized over two 
vanadium ions separated by an oxygen va- 
cancy (4). The nature of these defects may 
be modified by doping the oxide. In a+ 
M,Vz05 bronzes (M = Li+, Na+), for in- 
stance the electron is delocalized over the 
four equivalent vanadium ions surrounding 
the interstitial monovalent impurity (5, 6). 

MoOB and WOs give extended solid solu- 
tions with V,O, (7, 8). These solid solu- 
tions have the same orthorhombic structure 
as V@, the hexavalent ion M6+ occupying 
vanadium lattice sites. Such systems have 
been extensively studied (9-12). NMR ex- 
periments (13) show that introducing M6+ 
ions results in a distortion of the V,O, 

lattice. This distortion is more important 
with tungsten and the solid solution ob- 
tained in that case is limited to 7 mole% 
WOs while for MOO, it goes up to 15% at 
room temperature. ESR experiments per- 
formed on Moe+-doped V,O, single crystals 
(14) show that the charge difference is 
compensated on a local range, the unpaired 
electron being localized on a V4+ ion near 
the Mo6+. These results were then extended 
to W,V,O, (5) but no detailed ESR study 
has been yet published. 

In this paper, we present an ESR study of 
W,V205 single crystals, up to the solid 
solution limit, in order to get more informa- 
tion about the nature of the paramagnetic 
defects. Such defects take an important 
part in the semiconducting properties of the 
oxide as well as in its catalytic activity 
toward oxidation reactions. 

Experimental 

Solid solutions of WO,V&, were made 
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TABLE I 

UNIT-CELL PARAMETERS OFAN~RTHORHOMBIC 
V20sW03 Sor10 SOLUTION 

Mole% of WOs 

0 11.510 4.370 3.563 
3 11.518 4.350 3.564 
7 Il.524 4.340 3.565 

by melting together the two oxides in the 
appropriate ratio. Single crystals were 
grown by zone melting in an image furnace. 
Crystals of 5 x 2 x 0.5 mm3 were obtained 
and easily cleaved along the UC plane. X- 
Ray diffraction of powders was performed 
on a Philips diffractometer, using Cu Ko 
radiation. ESR experiments were made on 
an X-band spectrometer (JEOL ME3X); all 
spectra presented in this paper were re- 
corded at low temperature (- 130°C) by 
blowing cold nitrogen gas through the cav- 
ity. Accurate measurements of the mag- 
netic field were made with an NMR proton 
probe. 

orthorhombic solid solutions with V,O, up 
to 7 mole% of W03. Table I gives the 
measured lattice parameters. It shows that 
a and c slightly increase with tungsten 
content while b decreases. 

A typical low-temperature ESR spectrum 
of W,Vz05 single crystal (x = 0.005) is 
shown in Fig. 1. It exhibits the eight 
hyperfine lines due to an unpaired electron 
localized on a V4+ ion (I = 7/2, S = l/2). 
The hyperfine structure remains resolved in 
all directions, the best spectrum being ob- 
tained along the b direction. The spectrum is 
almost isotropic in the UC plane and aniso- 
tropic outside this plane, indicating a V4+ 
ion in a crystal field strongly distorted along 
the b axis. This corresponds to the site 
symmetry around vanadium in the VzO, 
lattice (Fig. 2). 

Table II gives the ESR parameters mea- 
sured for pure V,O, and W,V,O, (x = 
0.005) single crystals, along with those ob- 
tained by Boesman and Gillis (14) for 
Mo,V,O, (x = 0.005). 

As for Mo,V,O, (14) the eight-line pat- 
tern is conserved when the sample is ro- 

Results 

X-Ray experiments show that W03 gives 

_ H (Gayss) 
2500 3000 3500 

FIG. 1. ESR spectrum of W,V,O, single crystal 
(x = 0.005). The magnetic field is parallel to the b axis. 
Recording temperature: - 130°C. according to Ref. (15). 

FIG. 2. Site symmetry and V-O distances in V,O, 
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tated about the u and b axes. The angular 
variation is much more complicated when 
the magnetic field is rota@g akout the c 
axis, in theab plane. For Ha orHb # 0, the 
low- and high-field lines are split and a 
complicated spectrum is observed (Fig. 3). 
This splitting is more visible on the high- 
field side of the spectrum. It may corre- 
spond to the superposition of two eight-line 
spectra incompletely resolved because of 
the large linewidth (AH = 80 G). The ESR 
spectra of V,0sW03 solid solutions, up to 
7 mole% of WOs, remain almost un- 
changed. The iinewidth increases, but this 
is probably due to the valence induction 
effect (9). The V4+ ratio increases with x 
and the mean distance between paramag- 
netic defects decreases, leading to a dipolar 
broadening of the ESR spectrum. Table III 
gives the evolution of the ESR parameters 
up to 7 mole% of WOs. The gb value slightly 
decreases (gb = 1.8831 for x = 0.05) when 
WOa is added. 

Discussion 

(a) Nature of the Defect and Lattice 
Distortion 

The anisotropic eight-line ESR spectrum 
observed in Fig. 1 is typical of a V4+ ion in 
an axially distorted crystal field. This 
means that the unpaired electron in 
W,V,O, is localized on a single vanadium 

TABLE II 

ESR PARAMETERS FOR PURE AND DOPED V&s 
SINGLE CRYSTALS~ 

& A, 
ga gb gc (2 (G) (G) 

v&h 1.9803 1.9131 1.9803 33 88 33 
Mo,V$& 1.981 1.905 1.977 52.8 158.5 50.8 

w,v2os 1.9807 1.8866 1.9801 54.4 161 51.4 

a V,O, and W,V,O, measurements were made in 
our laboratory while for Mo,V,O, they are taken from 
Boesman and Gillis (14). 

%------ 

H (Gauss) 
-2500 3000 35w 4000 

FIG. 3. Low-temperature ESR spectrum of a 
W,Vz05 cryytal (x = 0.005) when H is perpendicular 
to c, and Hb = 60”. 

instead of two as in pure V20s Such a 
modification of the defect is observable 
even for very low concentrations of tung- 
sten, down to 0.1 mole% of WOB. It has 
been postulated (14) that the unpaired elec- 
tron, attracted by the positive charge of 
W6+, is trapped on a vanadium site near the 
tungsten, leading to defects like W6+-O- 
VQ+. 

According to the structure of orthorhom- 
bit V,O, (15), a W6+ occupying a vanadium 
site may have four different vanadium 
neighbors. Three of them are directed along 
the a, b, or c directions (Fig. 2). The fourth 
corresponds to the shortest V-V distance 

TABLE III 

ESR PARAMETERS OF W,V,O, SINGLE CRYSTALS 

Mole% of WOa 
All A, 

a ta ((3 (Cd 

0 1.9131 1.9803 88 33 
0.5 1.8866 1.9804 161 53 
1 1.885 1.979 162.5 54 

5 1.882 1.984 167 
Not 

resolved 

a The parallel direction is taken along the b axis: 

gll = gb and g, = :ka + d. 
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(3.09 A). If we compare the ESR spectra 
obtained with pure and doped V205, apart 
from the number of hyperfine lines, the 
main variation concerns the g ,, value which 
decreases noticeably from pure V,O, to 
Mo,V,O, and W,V,O,. This leads us to 
think that the W6+-0-V4+ defect is directed 
along the b axis. This model corresponds 
with one of those proposed by Boesman oh C&V 

and Gillis (14) for MO-doped V205, but 
here, the gb shift is much more important 

FIG. 4. Crystal field splitting of 3d orbitals in C,, site 
symmetry. According to LCAO MO theory, b,, e, b ,, 

than in their case. It agrees also with the and a, correspond to the antibonding molecular or- 

tendency of W6+ ions toward octahedral bitals which are mainly of metallic character (16). 

coordination which can be achieved here 
by displacing the oxygen ion lying between does not vary. It involves mainly the d,, 
W6f and V4+. and d,, orbitals which give the r bonding in 

According to ESR results, these V4+ ions the short V=O double bond along the b 
are in an orthorhombic crystal field but g, axis. This bond does not seem to be altered 
and g, are so close that we can approximate much when adding MO or W. 
the site symmetry to C4t., the C4 axis lying We may then suggest the following model 
along b. We then have g,l = gb and g, = for the paramagnetic defects in W,Vz05. At 
g, = g,. Table II shows that the difference low temperature, the unpaired electron is 
(g I - g,J increases from pure Vz05 (0.067) trapped on a single vanadium, near the W6’ 
to Mo,V,O, (0.076) and W,V,O, (0.094). in the b direction. The V4+ ion thus formed 
This could be related to the lattice deforma- would have its short V==O1(i, bond opposite 
tion which has been observed by NMR to W6+ while the weak V-O1o, bond would 
(13), the distortion being more important be directed toward the tungsten, so that the 
with W6+ than with MO 6+. Anyway, it is oxygen lying between V4+ and W6+ could 
noticeable that only gll is modified while g I be easily shifted along the b axis (Fig. 5). 
remains almost constant. 

The crystal field around the V4+ ion has 
C,, symmetry. The unpaired electron lies in (6) Vanadium Shift in the Defect 

a 3d,, orbital and we can write (16) (Fig. 4) The angular variation of the ESR spec- 

8h 
trum when the magnetic field is rotated in 

811 = 8e - AE(b, -b,)’ 
the ab plane about the c axis, indicates that 
we are dealing with a set of two magneti- 

2x cally nonequivalent defects. These defects 
g, = ge - &qe - &j appear equivalent in some orientations, es- 

pecially along the a, b, and c axes, but 
The decrease of gll when adding M6+ indi- different for any orientation perpendicular 
cates a decrease of the energy gap between to c, except a and b . 
thed++ and d,, levels. These orbitals are This behavior could be explained by a 
involved in the V-O bonds in the UC plane. slight shift of the V4+ ion along the a 
A modification of these bonds is then ob- direction. In all the compounds where a 
served. This agrees with the X-ray data V--c\ double bond is observed, the main 
(Table I) showing a variation of the a and c axis of the g tensor usually corresponds to 
parameters. The g I value on the other hand the V=O direction. We may then think that 
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0 a-- 
0 v5+ 

FIG. 5. Proposed model of a paramagnetic defect in 

cewzvzos. 

in our case the V=O bond is not directed 
along the b axis but makes an angle (Y with 
it. Such a shift may correspond to the 
tendency of V4+ toward octahedral coordi- 
nation. It has been observed, in vanadium 
bronzes where both V4+ and V5+ ions are 
present, that V4+ occupies the octahedral 
sites, while V5+ enters in the distorted sites 
(17). If such a process arose here, V4+ ions 
would tend to come nearer to the O3 oxygen 
in the ac plane (Fig. 2). 

According to the V,O, structure, half of 
the V4+ ions would be shifted in one direc- 
tion along a and half of them in the opposite 
direction. We should then have two sets of 
paramagnetic defects characterized by the 
same g and A values but with their main 
magnetic axis (V-OIC1j) making an angle f: 
(Y with b in the ab plane. Such defects 
would be equivalent for any direction of the 
magnetic field in the bc and UC planes. They 
would not be equivalent in the ab plane 

TABLE IV 

ESTIMATED V*+ DISTANCES IN 

THE OC PLANE 

v5+ V4+ 

(4 (A) 

v-03 2.021 1.941 

v-@a*, 1.878 1.878 

v-om, 1.878 1.878 

V--OZ~l, 1.780 1.860 

between the a and b axes. A computer 
simulation based on this model shows that 
one can fit reasonably well the observed 
spectrum if a! = 4”. Taking this value, we 
may estimate the V 4f shift in the a direc- 
tion. A straightforward calculation gives 
0.08 A. Table IV gives a comparison of the 
V-O distances for V5+ and V4+, according 
to our model. It shows that the V4+ ion lies 
nearer the middle of the four oxygens in the 
UC plane than the V5+ ion. 
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